Svensk Skogsdata AB is the first in the world to succeed in developing digital fingerprints and coordinating each individual log and its unique origin. Each log becomes a traceable individual.

Our true origin marking will fill a major global need in the challenge of distinguishing legally harvested wood from illegally or stolen and supporting long-term sustainable forest management.

Through our digitization of the forest flow, we raise and quality assure the entire forest value chain. We follow the unique tree all the way to the final product. From stump up to consumer.

Our patented technology is developed from the Swedish defense industry based on image reading through advanced algorithms and sophisticated optics for tough conditions.

We digitize the entire forest value chain!

**WE OFFER**

- Complete and genuine traceability and origin marking according to FSC, PEFC and European Union Timber regulation requirements.
- Efficient technical support for stopping the trade of illegally worked and stolen wood. A joint mission to prevent the wreckage of the lungs of our Earth.
- Keyes for neutral and objective accuracy regarding volume and quality measurement.
- Opens for alternatives to today’s manual timber measurements and manual quality assessment, which results in large volumes of forest raw materials being utilized more optimally.
- Increased margins in each converging point, because we have the technique to quality assure the whole entire forest chain of great values.
- Every single log is identified by a digital fingerprint that is coordinated.
- Information transfer of GPS coordinates and image material for data processing in cloud service. Feedback to mobile and/or computer in real time. Each log becomes a traceable individual.

**WE ARE LOOKING FOR**

- Forestry companies with high sales in logging, pulpwood, boards and sawmill.

**CONTACT**

Jonny Edvardsson, CEO
+46 76 102 73 38
jonny@svenskskogdata.se
www.svenskskogdata.se
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